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A comprehensive math review for the GRE, GMAT, and SAT. This math refresher workbook is

designed to clearly and concisely state the basic math rules and principles of arithmetic, algebra,

and geometry which a student needs to master. This is accomplished through a series of carefully

sequenced practice sets designed to build a student's math skills step-by-step. The workbook

emphasizes basic concepts and problem solving skills. Strategies for specific question types on the

GRE, GMAT, and SAT are the focus of the Lighthouse Review self study programs.
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While viewing the data that was presented by your company, I decided to order materials to prepare

for the GMAT. I received the study guides of which one was the math refresher workbook. After

being out of the college enviornment for over 20 years, I was amazed at how little I had retained.

But, I can say without reservation the information in the math refresher workbook was vital in my

grasping the materials for the GMAT. The information in the actual GMAT booklet proved

invaluable. Thanks for being a provider of information that was crucial to my understanding of the

GMAT. -- David F. Wagoner, Sr.

The workbook was designed by graduates from University of Texas at Austin.

I HIGHLY recommend this. I started studying for my GMAT with the normal practice problems and I



noticed that my quick mental math was slow and I was making stupid mistakes (I'm currently an

engineering student so this was even more frustrating to me than it should have been). So, after

some research I posted this book and I'm so happy that I did. It's exactly what I need. It describes

concepts so well and in multiple ways so regardless of how you learned it in grade school, it can

re-teach you quickly. After it reviews a concept, it has basic practice problems and then solutions

with descriptions so you can actually get quick feedback on your progression. This book has helped

me so much with my mental math and has given me quick tricks and tips that I am now seeing make

a difference since I am doing more full length practice problems now. BUY THIS BOOK, IT IS

WORTH ITFrom: a previously struggling engineering student

I picked up a copy of this book prior to taking the GRE. I am a terrible math student, always have

been, so I was quite happy (ok, maybe happy is the wrong word - I was... not as terrified) upon

reading this book and finding it to be exactly as the title indicated. It takes you through, step by step,

most of the old math problems and formulas in an easy-to-follow manner. I know it made a

significant difference in improving my second attempt at the GRE, and was enough to get my score

high enough to meet my university's requirements.I'd definitely recommend this for anyone who has

been out of shool for awhile, isn't a natural math talent, and/or needs to improve their math scores -

if only for the short term. In fact, I gave my copy to my sister for her GRE test and she mentioned

this book had helped her, as well.Good luck on your test, whichever you're taking!

This book does a good job of showing you what will be on the test and gives some explanation for

how to do it. However, I was so rusty I needed more explanation. I found the explanations in this

book were quite confusion. What I did though, was pair this book with Practical Algebra, A

Self-Teaching Guide and I was golden. I would use the other book to re-learn how to do something

and then come back here to practice and get a good idea of how the GRE would phrase questions.

I used this in conjunction with the Cliff's review, Kaplan premier program, and the ETS book to study

for the GRE. The ultimate math refersher and the Cliff's review are what helped me earn a high

math score on the GRE. It was more helpful than I can even say in reviewing and teaching

fundamentals, and was a key part of my success. The tricks that other study materials (e.g., kaplan

and princeton review) teach take longer for me than just doing the math problems, but that means I

really had to learn the math. This helped me do that with very few struggles and tears. I can't say

enough good things about it--it was a fantastic resource, and I highly recommend it to anyone taking



the GRE.

I got this book because I am planning on going back to school. I am about half way done and it has

really helped boost my confidence. I hope to place well in my assessment test. This book has also

helped me to teach my daughter who is struggling in math as well. There were a couple of things

that I got stuck on so I just looked it up on YouTube and that helped fill in the blanks. I am still

pushing through it and can't wait to get to geometry. This sounds corny but it makes math fun

because once you realize you can do it, it is such a great feeling.

Let me start by saying that I am terrible at math... as in adding 2+3 requires multiple pages of

scratch paper terrible! This book has been great for helping me to review concepts that I didn't even

know I had forgotten. I will say that I am only in the beginning of the book (still reviewing fractions)so

I will have to update this later. It is concise and easy to understand. I'm only giving 4 stars because I

feel that it good use more practice questions but again I'm still early in the book. If you need more

practice I would suggest theÃ‚Â Geometry (Veritas Prep GMAT Series), theÃ‚Â Math Essentials

(Veritas Prep GMAT Series),Algebra (Veritas Prep GMAT Series)Ã‚Â if you have the time for

additional practice and are as poor at math as I am.Also remember this is only a STARTING point

so that you don't waste questions inÃ‚Â The Official Guide for GMAT Quantitative Review, 2nd

EditionÃ‚Â or other book with actual test questions. Don't use this as your only study method as the

questions are NOT in proper test format.

It's been at least 10 years since I took a math class and I wanted to refresh my memory. I like how it

goes over each concept and then has problems to do and then has detailed answer page walking

you through the problem. It is just what I wanted.

Very good math book. Would buy again and definitely recommend.
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